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Tiny possibilities

the U.S. Transportation Research Board in its publication
Nanotechnology in Concrete Materials. This feature has the
potential to double or triple the life of concrete structural
components.

Nanotechnology manipulates matter’s building
blocks to enable some huge new ideas

PHOTOS COU R T ESY A LB ER TA I N NOVAT ES
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t’s another day on the job at a new home build. All your
materials have been delivered and your tools are close at
hand. Now what?
Well, you could take all those 2x4s and stack them on top
of each other, log-cabin style. Seems like the obvious building
method, right? What could be easier or more natural?
But we know there’s a better way. We rearrange the
studs geometrically into a lighter, more efficient structure.
Essentially, we’ve taken one object — a pile of wood — and
changed it into another: a stud-framed wall.
Now imagine doing something similar on an atomic
or molecular scale, and you’re close to understanding
nanotechnology — the process of making new things by
rearranging the building blocks of material.
“Scientists around the world now have sophisticated
equipment to manipulate matter at the nano scale,”
explains Marlene Huerta, principal business advisor
and nanoprograms manager at Alberta Innovates, the
provincially funded corporation responsible for strategic
research and innovation.
The prefi x “nano” means “billionth,” and
nanotechnology deals with particles about
10 to 100 nanometres in size.
How small is that? Really, really small. A
sheet of normal office paper is about 100,000
nanometres thick. A red blood cell is 2,500
nanometres in diameter. Your fingernails
grow about one nanometer every second,
and the average man’s beard will grow a
nanometer in the time it takes to lift a razor
to his face.

GOLD STANDARD
Nanoparticles occur in nature, and they’ve
been manipulated by humans in a “topdown” way for centuries, says James
Gospodyn, chair of the Nanotechnology
Systems program at Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology in Edmonton.
“One of the oldest applications of
nanotechnology is stained glass — any time
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Technologists Dean Rolheiser and Larissa
Toffoli operate the drying equipment in the
cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) pilot plant
located at InnoTech Alberta in Edmonton.

you set foot in an old church and see the
windows, you’re seeing how gold changes
properties when it’s made into a fine
enough powder,” Gospodyn says. “It starts
to appear red because of the way light
interacts with it, and you can actually tune
the colour depending on the size of the
particles.”
Recent advances in the ability to see
and manipulate sub-microscopic particles
have now enabled a “bottom-up” approach,
where unimaginably small elements
are assembled, often using chemical or
biological tools.
“We’ve been able to make instruments
like electron microscopes that today cost
10 per cent of what they did,” Gospodyn
says. “We’ve gotten better at making
things smaller, and now that we can
see the things that we’re doing, we have
better control of how they’re done. We
can use chemical synthesis to get things
to self-assemble,” he says, adding that
nanotechnology is “a marriage between
chemistry, biology and physics.”
At Alberta Innovates, research into the
use of nanotechnology in a wide range of
applications is ongoing. The corporation’s
subsidiary, Innotech Alberta, operates
a pilot plant in Edmonton that produces
several kilograms per day of cellulose
nanocrystals (CNC) from wood pulp.
“Researchers from Alberta universities,
polytechnics and small businesses — as
well as researchers and companies from
around the world — are evaluating these

nanoparticles for different industrial
applications including construction, health
and the energy sector,” Huerta says.

SHOWING PROMISE
The potential for the construction industry
is huge. Remember that pile of lumber
that’s made more useful by being turned
into a wall frame? With nanotechnology,
the same kind of approach could be applied
to just about any object, from concrete and
glass to fasteners and pipes, by tweaking
its structure or adding a layer of nanoengineered material.
“The use of nanocellulose in concrete
is showing promise,” says Gordon Giles,
director of forestry at Alberta Innovates.
“The inclusion of these materials adds
significant performance characteristics. It
can reduce cracking due to shrinkage, and
add strength as the particles act much like
very small and incredibly numerous pieces
of rebar.”
Other advances being used or tested
globally include self-monitoring and selfhealing concrete that uses electrically
conductive nanoparticles to detect and
identify cracks, and microcapsules to
release polymers that seal them, says

Nanotechnology is
“a marriage between
chemistry, biology
and physics.”

Nano-materials can also be engineered for flexibility,
hardness, corrosion resistance, photovoltaic properties and
lighter weight.
“One exciting area of investigation and development for
CNC is in ‘smart’ window applications,” Giles says. “Applying
a thin film of CNC to the surface of a window could allow for
the replacement of blinds and could offer privacy or reduce
damage from ultraviolet radiation, as the CNC can
change colour with the application of an electrical
field.”
Nano-coatings can also be used in passive
solar collection and storage, allowing surfaces to
contribute to a home’s power supply, he adds.
Meanwhile, adding CNC or other nano-materials
to the resins used to manufacture plywood, OSB
and fibreboard promises to improve their fire
Gordon Giles
resistance significantly. Nano-engineered coatings
for existing building materials have similar
potential.
Surface hardness is a key property of many
nano-treated materials, lending durability and selfcleaning properties — the surfaces contain so many
atoms there’s nowhere for dirt to get a grip, so it
just falls off.
“One relatively near-term application for CNC is
in polyurethane coatings, perhaps for flooring or
other surfaces,” Giles says. “The addition of fairly
Marlene Huerta
small proportions imparts large improvements in
the hardness of the coating, increasing its wear resistant
without impacting its colour.”

GREENING UP
The team at Alberta Innovates is also excited about the
long-term environmental benefits of nanotechnology and
especially cellulose nanocrystals, since their source is
renewable. Innotech uses wood pulp to produce CNC, but
cellulose can be found in a range of other plant fibres as well.
CNC could also potentially reduce the use of fossil-fuelbased polymers in building materials. The economic benefits
of being on the leading edge of nanotechnology could be
significant, too, Huerta says.
“Since the launch of Alberta’s nanotechnology strategy
in 2007, the number of research facilities and projects has
grown and companies from around the world continue
to bring their nanotechnology research and development
dollars to Alberta.”
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